A Guide to Good Fellowship Points
As of August 2017

First off, what are Good Fellowship Points? GFP’s are points given out during the semester for you hall to help recognize you for all your hard work you do! GFP’s are given out for various reasons, such as participating in RHSA events, putting on programs in your hall, or participating in challenges such as Facebook Fridays. At the end of the semester, the hall with the most GFP’s will receive an award for Hall of the Semester at our RHSA Banquet. GFP’s are awarded on a numerical point based system as followed:

**Halls will receive one (1) GFP for the following:**

- Each resident in attendance at an Associate Council meeting
- Each resident wearing and RHSA shirt at the start of an AC meeting (your shirt must be on, if I can’t see it, I can’t count it!)
- The second resident to answer the “Twitter Tuesday” question correctly YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR HALL’S NAME
- The second resident to answer the “Facebook Friday” question correctly YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR HALL’S NAME
- The second resident to answer the “Instagram Monday” question correctly YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR HALL’S NAME
- The second resident to post a screenshot of the secretary’s riddle in their minutes, along with the answer. Must be posted in the comment under the Facebook post about the minutes. YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR HALL’S NAME
- Each resident can post photos of RHSA events within a week after the event took place. Tagging #nprhsa #npsocial and #(hallname) (up to 5 photos per event per each hall) IF YOU DO NOT HASHTAG NPRHSA/NPSOCIAL I CANNOT SEE THE PICTURE, THEREFORE NOT COUNTING)

**Halls will receive two (2) GFP’s for the following:**

- Residents who correctly answer first on an InstaMonday question. A total of five (5) residents may earn points if instead of a question, there is a prompt, such as taking a picture and posting it to your Instagram. YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR HALL’S NAME. IF YOU DO NOT HASHTAG NPRHSA/NPSOCIAL I CANNOT SEE THE PICTURE, THEREFORE NOT COUNTING)
The first resident to answer the “Twitter Tuesday” question correctly YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR HALL’S NAME

The first resident to answer the “Facebook Friday” question correctly YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR HALL’S NAME

Each resident can post photos of RHSA events while the event is happening. Tagging #nprhsa #npsocial and #(hallname) (up to 5 photos per event per each hall)

Each resident who wears a NEACURH, NACURH, swap shop shirt, or conference shirt to an AC Meeting. (You MUST be wearing the shirt, if I don’t see it I cannot count it!)

**Halls will receive three (3) GFP’s for the following:**

- Each resident in attendance at any RHSA event
- Each resident who first correctly answers a question during a Lightning GFP round; which will be done occasionally at AC meetings and programs.
- Each idea for Good Fellowship Points approved by the majority of the RHSA E-board
- Each new submission to the Ice Breaker Database (must be typed, titled and emailed to the RHSA email account). Ice-breakers can be used as Mystery Activities for meetings and retreats. See what ice-breakers we have at newpaltz.edu/rhsa. A hall may only submit ten (10) ice breakers per month!!
- Each nomination for “Hall Government Member of the Month” - Each nomination must be a minimum of 150 words to be considered and must include specific examples of superb enthusiasm and participation in Hall Government (whether or not the nomination is considered for the award and GFP’s will be determined by the RHSA Eboard) A person may only nominate five (5) hall government member per month!!

**Halls will receive five (5) GFP’s for the following:**

- Each resident attending a program advertised, but not run by RHSA. This includes our sister organization, the National Residence Hall Honorary programs and Senate meetings, as well as any others that are stated during the semester (programs will be advertised at RHSA meetings)
- Each “Of The Month” (OTM) submission (submit by going to http://otms.nrhh.org and following the given instructions)
Halls will receive ten (10) GFP’s for the following:  Each passive program submitted for “Pretty Unbeatable Program” (P.U.P.) status – any passive program sponsored by the hall government can be submitted (must be submitted through the P.U.P. sheet process)* ** *****

Only two (2) passive programs can be done per month.

Each full hour, per person spent volunteering at an RHSA sponsored event (set up, working the program, clean up, etc.)

Hall’s will receive fifteen (15) GFP’s for the following:  Each program submitted for “Pretty Unbeatable Program” (P.U.P.) status – any program sponsored by the hall government can be submitted (must be submitted through the P.U.P. sheet process)* ** *****

*There is no limit on the number of programs halls can do per month. However, I must receive the PUP sheet NO LATER than 2 weeks after the date of the program. This applies to ALL PUP sheet submissions.

Any program a hall government attends of any other hall government. Only three (3) of these submissions can be submitted for GFP credit per month. RA liaison and/or RD must sign off on PUP sheet.

Hall’s will receive twenty (20) GFP’s for the following:

Each program sponsored by the hall government done in tandem with an RA staff member (must be submitted through the P.U.P. sheet process)* ** *** Only three (3) tandem programs can be done per month. PUP sheet must be signed by an RA.

Each program sponsored by the hall government done in tandem with another club/organization/department on campus (must be submitted through the P.U.P. sheet process and signed by the club/organizations President)* ** *** Tandem programs can include any club or department of your choosing. (i.e., Professor from the School of Business, UPD, Rugby Team, etc.) Only three (3) tandem programs can be done per month.

Each program a hall government attends sponsored by their hall buddy. Only three (3) hall buddy program submissions can be submitted for GFP credit per month. At least one RA liaison must sign off and/or RD.

Hall’s will receive thirty (30) GFP’s for the following:

Each community service project done by a hall government (must be submitted through the P.U.P. sheet process and signed by the hall’s Resident Director AS WELL as the community service organization if applicable)
Each photo sent to the RHSA email of the hall government bonding together. This can be anything that takes place out of your scheduled hall government programs/meeting times. These activities include, and are not limited to, meals in town, rock climbing, shopping, hiking, etc. Please send all pictures to to rhsa@hawkmail.newpaltz.edu. Do not forget your hall name and date! Only two (2) bonding submissions can be submitted per month.

--P.U.P. sheet process - P.U.P. sheets can be found on the RHSA website, newpaltz.edu/rhsa, and must be written legibly for credit. PUP Sheets are located under the Hall Government Hall of the Semester PUPS/GFPs *All PUP sheets must be handed in a timely manner. You can submit a PUP sheet up to two (2) weeks after the date of your program, otherwise the amount of GFP’s will be lessened, or not awarded, at the CCC’s discretion. **PUP sheets can be handed to the Campus Communications Coordinator (CCC) during AC Meetings or during their office hours. It can also be handed to any other executive board member during their office hours during the week. It can also be emailed to the RHSA e-mail but a hard copy with signatures MUST be handed to RHSA as well. *** Residence Hall Student Association Executive Board members are not eligible to earn points for any Hall with which they may be affiliated.

ANY CHANGES TO THE GFP PACKET WILL BE NOTED AT MONDAY MEETINGS, AND MADE AVAILABLE THROUGH THE RHSA WEBSITE.